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What is a world without having to go to school? This is my story about it. 

 

 Ashe was just sitting outside reading her book. Then Ashe started reading 

to her pet tea dragon Meep. Then Meep said: you need to go to school Ashe 

because you can learn more instead of just sitting under a tree all day and 

learn to read. Ashe said: Why though Meep, I read perfectly fine you said 

so. And you're pretty picky for a tea dragon. Then Meep said: Yes that is 

true but… school is nice you get to meet new people. But meep I'm not good 

at talking to new people. What is the whole point plus being here with you 

is nice. Meep: Well it is pretty nice to have you here even if you can be 

annoying sometimes. Wow thanks a lot, meep *whispers jerk* 

 

 

Have to go to School 

 

 Meep: You should try asking your mom if you can go to school Ashe. You’ll 

meet new people and probably be friends. Ashe: that sounds kinda fun 

actually. Let’s go ask her Meep. Meep: YES THE TIME OF MY LIFE. Ashe: 

Meep that's not very nice. Meep: sorry Ashe. Ashe: Okay let's just go ask 

okay? Meep: okay. Ashe’s mom: Ashe let’s go back to school shopping! It 

will be very fun! Ashe: Can I bring meep? Ashe’s mom: what do you think 

this place is? A jail? Ashe: I guess that is a yes then. *time skip to the store* 

Ashe’s mom: Hey Ashe do you like this notebook? Ashe: Oh yeah that looks 

good! I chose a lunchbox already and a backpack too. Meep: I bet I can fit in 

your backpack Ashe. Ashe: Since when were you interested in school Meep? 
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Meep: Don’t ask Ashe: But I just did- Meep: I SAID DON’T ASK. Ashe: 

Okay, okay gosh calm down Meep. *time skip* Ashe: Good morning world 

oh how nice of a day you created for our family! Meep: Yeah good morning 

to you pal. Thanks a lot for waking me up so early  


